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city guilds is a global leader in skills development and apprenticeship schemes
offering qualifications for various sectors and levels whether you are an employer a
centre a learner or a nation you can find out how to access their services resources
and support whether as an apprentice in our it team a customer service agent or a
manager leading a team of learning designers career development at city guilds is
all about learning and improving so that you can do your job better and progress
city guilds london united kingdom 56 268 likes 51 talking about this 1 237 were here
city guilds is the world s leading awarding organisation for work based
qualifications we offer more learn the meaning and equivalence of each of the city
guilds nvq levels from 1 to 8 from introductory to advanced levels find out how to
compare different nvqs and svqs with academic and other qualifications discover the
city guilds offer for learners explore our courses and qualifications including
apprenticeships and learn about our learner awards learn how to confirm appeal and
access logbook optional units for your city guilds qualification find out what your
qualification is equivalent to in terms of academic qualifications and how to
request confirmation of your past or current qualification new approval charge and
price changes from 1 september 2024 01 march 2024 read news story as part of our
annual pricing review city guilds and ilm will be reducing the minimum spend level
and introducing a new annual approval charge from the next academic year city guilds
offers a range of qualifications in teaching learning and development and learning
support for various sectors and levels find out more about the new diploma in
teaching fes digital credentials funding guidance and events explore city guilds
range of apprenticeships and options to gain recognised qualifications and improve
the sustainable skills of your employees over 500 qualifications across 20
industries and sectors to help you consolidate the number of bodies you work with
and reduce administration designed for clear progression to take your learners to
the highest levels in their chosen careers view our extensive portfolio of
qualifications and apprenticeships our people ranging from employees to fellows our
people are motivated by a shared purpose and ambition to provide the best in skills
development find sample tests sample documents and quizzes to support your delivery
of city guilds qualifications in construction and the built environment learn about
the level 1 level 2 and level 3 diplomas the cscs green card and the bench joinery
qualification e certificates are available for all city and guilds and ilm
qualifications and provide you with access to full certificates certificates of unit
credit and much more e certificates provide a quick sustainable and cost effective
alternative to paper certification at city guilds we re committed to diversity
sustainability and social responsibility discover how we are creating positive
impact and driving change to become a city guilds centre you need more than 100
learners within the first calendar year of becoming a centre if you are expecting to
have fewer than 100 learners you can work with an existing city guilds centre a
member of our team can help you find a centre to partner with city guilds provides a
catalogue of our funded qualifications which is broken down by sector subject area
level and size this will make it easy for you to work out which qualifications
support your local mca priorities and how much funding you can draw down the city
guilds medal for excellence is a distinguished work of art whose design has remained
largely unchanged since 1880 one side bears the city guilds award seal
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vocational education and apprenticeships city guilds Apr 03 2024 city guilds is a
global leader in skills development and apprenticeship schemes offering
qualifications for various sectors and levels whether you are an employer a centre a
learner or a nation you can find out how to access their services resources and
support
your career city guilds careers Mar 02 2024 whether as an apprentice in our it team
a customer service agent or a manager leading a team of learning designers career
development at city guilds is all about learning and improving so that you can do
your job better and progress
city guilds london facebook Feb 01 2024 city guilds london united kingdom 56 268
likes 51 talking about this 1 237 were here city guilds is the world s leading
awarding organisation for work based qualifications we offer more
qualification comparisons in nvq city guilds Dec 31 2023 learn the meaning and
equivalence of each of the city guilds nvq levels from 1 to 8 from introductory to
advanced levels find out how to compare different nvqs and svqs with academic and
other qualifications
what we offer learners city guilds Nov 29 2023 discover the city guilds offer for
learners explore our courses and qualifications including apprenticeships and learn
about our learner awards
about qualifications city guilds Oct 29 2023 learn how to confirm appeal and access
logbook optional units for your city guilds qualification find out what your
qualification is equivalent to in terms of academic qualifications and how to
request confirmation of your past or current qualification
news city guilds Sep 27 2023 new approval charge and price changes from 1 september
2024 01 march 2024 read news story as part of our annual pricing review city guilds
and ilm will be reducing the minimum spend level and introducing a new annual
approval charge from the next academic year
teaching qualifications learning city guilds Aug 27 2023 city guilds offers a range
of qualifications in teaching learning and development and learning support for
various sectors and levels find out more about the new diploma in teaching fes
digital credentials funding guidance and events
apprenticeships apprenticeship information city guilds Jul 26 2023 explore city
guilds range of apprenticeships and options to gain recognised qualifications and
improve the sustainable skills of your employees
reasons to choose city guilds city guilds Jun 24 2023 over 500 qualifications across
20 industries and sectors to help you consolidate the number of bodies you work with
and reduce administration designed for clear progression to take your learners to
the highest levels in their chosen careers view our extensive portfolio of
qualifications and apprenticeships
our people about us city guilds May 24 2023 our people ranging from employees to
fellows our people are motivated by a shared purpose and ambition to provide the
best in skills development
construction learning resources city guilds Apr 22 2023 find sample tests sample
documents and quizzes to support your delivery of city guilds qualifications in
construction and the built environment learn about the level 1 level 2 and level 3
diplomas the cscs green card and the bench joinery qualification
e certificates city guilds Mar 22 2023 e certificates are available for all city and
guilds and ilm qualifications and provide you with access to full certificates
certificates of unit credit and much more e certificates provide a quick sustainable
and cost effective alternative to paper certification
our commitments to our purpose city guilds Feb 18 2023 at city guilds we re
committed to diversity sustainability and social responsibility discover how we are
creating positive impact and driving change
about centres city guilds Jan 20 2023 to become a city guilds centre you need more
than 100 learners within the first calendar year of becoming a centre if you are
expecting to have fewer than 100 learners you can work with an existing city guilds
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centre a member of our team can help you find a centre to partner with
updates funding information city guilds Dec 19 2022 city guilds provides a catalogue
of our funded qualifications which is broken down by sector subject area level and
size this will make it easy for you to work out which qualifications support your
local mca priorities and how much funding you can draw down
about the medal for excellence city guilds Nov 17 2022 the city guilds medal for
excellence is a distinguished work of art whose design has remained largely
unchanged since 1880 one side bears the city guilds award seal
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